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We report a time-resolved approach to probe the mechanical properties of thin films during drying 

and solidification based on surface wrinkling. The approach is demonstrated by measuring the 

modulus of a ternary system comprising an inorganic salt (aluminium chlorohydrate), a humectant 

(glycerol) and water across the glassy film formation pathway. The topography of mechanically-

induced wrinkling of supported films on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is experimentally monitored 

during mechanical extension and relaxation cycles. Non-trivial aspects of our method include the need 

to oxidise the (hydrophobic) PDMS surface prior to solution deposition to enable surface wetting, 

which simultaneously creates a glassy-layer skin, whose wrinkling can contribute to the overall 

topography. Film drying is studied as a function of solution concentration and time, and a range of 

pattern morphologies are found: sinusoidal wrinkling, transient double-wavelength wrinkling 

accompanying film ‘crust’ formation, ridging associated with stress localization, and cracking. We 

quantify the evolution of the elastic modulus during the sinusoidal wrinkling stage, employing bi- and 

tri-layer models, which are independently confirmed by nano-indentation. The method provides thus a 

simple and robust approach for the mechanical characterization of out-of-equilibrium thin films.  
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1. Introduction 

Measuring the evolution of mechanical properties of thin films is of fundamental importance 

for applications ranging from paints, foods, agrochemicals and personal care, including 

deodorants and cosmetics
1
. Time-resolved measurements of composition, microstructure

1
 and 

elastic modulus
2
 are important not only to understand evaporation and film formation 

pathways, but also the role of environmental fluctuations, e.g., humidity and temperature.  

Spontaneous surface wrinkling of laminate films can occur as a result of mechanical stress
3, 4, 

5, 6
, expansion and contraction associated thermal deposition, or during solvent evaporation 

and shrinkage 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11

, and is often undesirable
7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

. The analysis of wrinkling 

topographies has also been shown to provide a powerful tool for the mechanical 

characterisation of thin and ultra-thin polymeric, composite and metallic supported thin 

films
2, 7, 16, 17, 18

. 

In this study, we build upon the well-known SIEBIMM
18, 19

 wrinkling method and adapt it for 

the time-resolved measurement of the mechanical properties of thin films upon drying in a 

controlled environment. We seek to overcome the difficulties associated with handling very 

thin free-standing films and the limited sensitivity of conventional methods
2
, and resolve 

aspects of directional solidification, including crust formation
20

. As a model system for our 

study, we select a ternary blend comprising an inorganic salt, aluminium chlorohydrate 

(ACH), and a humectant, glycerol, in water. These components constitute the base 

formulation of antiperspirants, one of the largest health and beauty product categories, whose 

rheo-mechanical behaviour and speciation remains poorly understood
21,22

. In part, this is due 

to ACH behavior as an ‘inorganic polymer’ in aqueous solution.
22

  Dialuminium chloride 

pentahydroxide (DACPH), used in this study, is the most common form of ACH for such thin 

film application. This system forms a glass upon water loss and film formation, and 
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crystallisation is not observed unlike other ACH species.
21, 22, 23, 24

  Glass formation was 

confirmed for all conditions investigated in this study (supporting information Figures SI1 

and SI2). We expect diverse buckling responses as a function of composition and 

environmental conditions due to its distinctive non-monotonic behaviour, for instance, of 

drying kinetics and final composition on glycerol content and relative humidity
25

. Previous 

studies on skin ageing and wrinkling, reviewed by Genzer and Groenewold,
16

 and qualitative 

analysis of drying gelatin films
1
 have also reported a range of pattern morphologies.  

The implementation of our approach requires the simultaneous wetting of the substrate by the 

ternary solution, to enable planar film formation, and simultaneous impermeability of the 

support, preventing inadvertent composition and dimensional changes. Further, directional 

drying of liquid films can be expected to result in film stratification and ‘crust’ formation
20

 

and, in turn, departure from single frequency sinusoidal wrinkling towards more complex 

modes, including wrinkling cascades
16, 26

, folding and ridging
26, 27

. Different wrinkling 

models must therefore be tested and validated in order to extract information about film 

mechanical properties throughout the drying pathway. 

Our paper is structured as follows: Section 1.1 reviews the fundamental wrinkling equations 

and experimental plan while Section 1.2 describes the model system. Section 2 details the 

solution preparation and optimisation of substrate modification, and the experimental 

methods employed to characterise the wrinkling patterns. In Section 3, we map the wrinkling 

morphologies obtained as a function of film composition and drying time, and compute the 

evolution of the film modulus with time within the sinusoidal wrinkling regime. The results 

are validated by nanoindentation and discussed in terms of the ternary solution behaviour. A 

summary of our findings and conclusions is presented in Section 4.   

1.1 Mechanical wrinkling of bi- and trilayer films  
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Sinusoidal wrinkling occurs by mechanical compression of laminate films with an appropriate 

mismatch between the moduli of the substrate and the supported layers. Analysis of the 

surface topography should, in principle, enable the mechanical properties of drying films to be 

probed, as illustrated by our experimental plan in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed experimental approach. (a) A hydrophobic PDMS substrate is (b) stretched and then (c) 

oxidised to enable film formation; (d) the solution of interest is then deposited and allowed to dry for prescribed time 

intervals; the ternary diagram drying pathways as a function of initial solution concentration is illustrated. (e) The liquid film 

starts drying and may form a transient ‘crust’ before entirely hardening. During the drying process, the film mass decreases 

until an asymptote is reached while, (f) the sandwich layer is mechanically interrogated by releasing strain. Topographic 

analysis of the wrinkling profile enables the calculation of  the film’s elastic modulus throughout the pathway.  

Ternary solutions of prescribed composition are cast onto a thick, pre-stretched, elastomeric 

polydimethylsiloxane, PMDS,  substrates. In order to enable the wetting of the aqueous 

solution and planar film formation upon drying, PDMS is rendered hydrophilic by surface 

oxidation, prior to deposition of the solution. Oxidation, however, leads to the formation of a 
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glassy skin layer,
6
  with thickness hox, supporting the drying aqueous film, of thickness h. 

Upon strain removal at different stages of drying, various surface patterns emerge, with 

sinusoidal profiles appearing within an appropriate range of initial solution concentrations and 

drying times. A simple bilayer model analysis provides a straightforward measurement of film 

elastic modulus Ei and thickness hi, from a measurement of sinusoidal wrinkling wavelength 

λ, and amplitude A, according to 
28, 29, 30
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and ε is prestrain (ε> εc), defined as the ratio between the sample’s length after stretching and 

the initial length, E  the plane strain modulus, related to the Young’s modulus  through E

=E/(1-2
), and   is the respective Poisson ratio. In this study, we assume a Poisson’s ratio of 

0.5 for PDMS
31

 and 0.27 for the inorganic salt film
32

. The presence of a significant glassy 

SiOx skin layer of the PDMS surface, caused by the oxidation treatment, may however require 

a third, explicit layer, between the PDMS and the drying aqueous film, shown in dark grey in 

Figure 1d. We refer to the tri-layer model proposed by Nolte et al.
33

  which extends eqs. 1a,b 

and c by replacing the elastic modulus of the film by an effective modulus (



E ef f ), depending 

on the moduli of the top film 



E f  and glassy PDMS oxide layer 



Eo x. 



E ef f  is then directly 

computed from a wrinkling experiment (eqs. 1a,b), while 



Eo x is independently determined
4, 6

 

in the absence of a top film. The property of interest,



E f , can thus be obtained, according to:  
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           (2) 

where  

            ,    and        



o x 
ho x

h  ho x

                           (3)

 

One can expect that, if hox is sufficiently small, the difference between eqs. (1a,b) equations 

(1) and the value obtained through equations (2-3) becomes negligible and 



E ef f ≈



E f . The 

applicability of both models is assessed below.  

1.2 Ternary salt/glycerol/water model system 

Hydroxyaluminium solutions have diverse applications such as coagulants in waste water 

treatments, catalyst support in pillared clays
34

 as well as being the main active ingredient in 

antiperspirant formulations
23, 24

. The system studied is a ternary mixture, composed of 

aluminium chlorohydrate (ACH) – specifically dialuminium chloride pentahydroxide – and 

glycerol in water. Both components are highly hygroscopic in nature and the competitive 

binding between all three components results in non-monotonic drying kinetics and dry film 

composition. At conditions of 25°C and 25% RH, only water is lost during film formation. 

The system forms a glass upon drying, by contrast with other ACH species.
21,22

  Glass 

formation was confirmed experimentally via X-ray diffraction and calorimetry, when  ACH 

concentrations reach or exceed 63wt% and for glycerol concentrations below 37wt%
25

; 

crystallisation is not observed across the composition range and drying pathways investigated 

(Supporting Information Figures SI1 and SI2).
21, 22, 23, 24
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tests established a tack transition boundary extending beyond the glassy region, and that a 

transient (non-tacky) skin can form during evaporation of sufficiently thick films
25

. We thus 

seek to resolve the evolution of the mechanical properties of this complex ternary solution 

along its drying pathway via mechanical wrinkling. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Polydimethylsiloxane substrate preparation and oxidation 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sheets of 5 mm thickness were prepared from Dow Sylgard 

Kit 184. The elastomer and the cross-linker, in a mass ratio of 10:1, were mixed, cast on a 

glass plate and allowed to cure for 3 hours at ambient temperature and 1 hour at 75°C. The 

slabs were then cut into 3 cm x 1.5 cm rectangles, with modulus measured to be EPDMS=1.6 

MPa. PDMS is a convenient substrate for wrinkling experiments, due to its near- 

incompressibility (Poisson ratio ≈0.5
31

), tuneable modulus and large elongation at break (ε≈ 

200%
35

). However, while PDMS substrates readily form laminates with floated or evaporated 

films
8, 17, 36, 37

, with good interfacial bonding, solution deposition requires surface wetting and 

thus modification of the otherwise hydrophobic elastomer. We oxidise the PDMS coupons by 

plasma air plasma exposure or UV ozonolysis
3, 4, 6

. To minimise crack formation, surface 

oxidation takes place under strain, employing a uniaxial strain stage and stretching the coupon 

by  ε ≈ 20%. Air plasma oxidation is carried out using a Harrick Plasma PDC-002, with air 

pressure P = 1 mbar, power p = 7 W, and exposure times t = 2, 20 and 40 min. Plasma 

exposure causes the surface CH3 groups to be converted into OH groups
38, 39, 40, 41

, resulting in 

the formation of a glassy-like layer of defined thickness, which becomes thicker as the 

oxidation time increases
4, 6

. The oxidised PDMS is thus hydrophilic, permitting full wetting of 

the aqueous solution and planar film formation. UVO oxidation is carried out within a UV-

Ozone cleaner (PSD Pro Series NOVASCAN) with exposure times t= 60, 90 and 120 min, 
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where the sample is placed at a distance of ~1cm from the lamp.  

2.2 Model solution preparation and film drying 

Ternary solutions of aluminium chlorohydrate (50wt% hydrated dialuminium chloride 

pentahydroxide aqueous solution, Summit Research Labs Inc.), glycerol (purity ≥99.5%, 

Sigma-Aldrich) and deionised water (obtained from a MilliQ source) were prepared, 

homogenised and equilibrated overnight.  The solutions were formulated with fixed initial 

ACH composition of 15wt% and varying initial glycerol mass compositions ranging from 

0wt% to 15wt%, with the remainder of the solution being composed of water. As water is 

solely lost from the system upon drying
25

 and the initial mass fraction of ACH is constant in 

all solutions, the compositions are indicated via the mass fraction of glycerol in the original 

solution, c0,glycerol, throughout the paper. 

An initial wet film thickness of ≈30 μm was deposited on pre-stretched, oxidised PDMS 

coupons, by covering an area of 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm with a volume of 7 L of solution. The 

liquid films were allowed to dry over time, at ambient temperature (25°C) and relative 

humidity of 25%, while mass changes were monitored with a Sartorius 1702 balance.  

Throughout drying, pre-strain was periodically relaxed to interrogate the surface wrinkling 

pattern. We refer to these as ‘ON’ samples, as wrinkling appears in the relaxed state, as 

opposed to ‘OFF’ samples, where patterns become visible upon straining. The latter are found 

to be more likely to form cracks (see Supporting Information Figure SI3), in addition to 

requiring surface profiling under stress.  

2.3 Surface pattern visualization and analysis 

Upon strain removal, wrinkling patterns were analysed by optical microscopy (Olympus BX 
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41M), in order to qualitatively establish the relationship between pattern formation and 

solution composition. Quantitative surface profile measurements were obtained by stylus 

profilometry, using a Bruker DektakXT DXT equipped with a 12.5 m radius stylus. Selected 

samples were further analysed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Bruker Innova 

microscope in tapping mode at 0.2 Hz with Si tips (MPP-11100 W, Bruker).  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Substrate oxidation for minimal impact in drying kinetics  

PDMS surface oxidation is required to ensure wetting of the drying aqueous solutions. 

Control experiments were thus carried out to assess the possible impact of the process on film 

drying kinetics. An impermeable polyester support sheet is used as a reference substrate. The 

overall mass of PDMS support and film is measured, and then mass evolution M(t) of the 

ternary solution film estimated. Normalised mass loss curves M(t)/M(t=0) where t is drying 

time, for different plasma exposure doses are shown in Figure 2, for identical drying 

conditions (T=25°C and RH=25%). 

 

Figure 2: Normalised mass loss of a film of initial glycerol composition c0,glycerol=2 wt% during drying (T=25°C and 

RH=25%) on various substrates: (○) a polyester sheet (impermeable reference) and (●) PDMS oxidised in air plasma at P=1 
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mbar and p=7 W, for 2-40min. Increasing oxidation causes PDMS swelling by water uptake, but a texp=2 min plasma 

exposure yields wetting surfaces with comparable drying profile to the polyester reference. 

We find that, for the longer plasma exposures (texp = 20 and 40 min), after an initial mass loss 

decay due to water evaporation, the film mass appears to increase again at long times. 

Evidently, long plasma exposures cause the hydrophilic PDMS to uptake water and swell, at 

timescales commensurate with film drying. However, shorter plasma exposures cause 

negligible swelling, yielding mass loss profiles indistinguishable from the control 

measurements, and enabling surface wetting and planar film formation. A plasma exposure 

texp=2 min was found to be optimal and employed for the remainder of the study.  

3.2 Wrinkling morphologies as a function of dry film composition 

Films with different initial compositions were allowed to dry for selected time intervals on 2 

min oxidised, pre-stretched by ε ≈ 20%, PDMS supports. The contrast between the 

mechanical properties of the film and the substrate resulted in a variety of patterns observed 

upon strain removal. At early drying times (t≤10 min) or for samples with high glycerol 

(>4%) content, the liquid film surface remained planar, as shown in Fig 3a. Solutions with 

initial concentration of glycerol (c0,glycerol = 2 wt%) between 0 and 3 wt% exhibited two stages 

of sinusoidal pattern formation. At drying times between 10 and 12 min, double-frequency 

sinusoidal profiles are observed, akin to a wrinkling cascade
26, 42

, as shown in Fig. 3b. We 

associate this behaviour with a transient ‘crust’
20

 formed during rapid evaporation, effectively 

creating an additional surface skin at intermediate times. Nested wrinkling patterns have been 

observed in mechanically stretched PDMS treated by UVO oxidation,
42

 known to form a 

gradient structure consisting of a top and intermediate oxide layers and substrate
42, 43

, with 

decreasing elastic moduli. The wavelengths observed during film drying are much larger than 

those due to the PDMS oxidized  skin under the conditions chosen (air plasma, texp=2 min, 
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P=1 mbar and p=7.16 W, detailed in supporting information Table SI1 and Figs SI8-9), and 

shown to be spatially decoupled in in Section 3.3.1. Instead, the directional solidification 

during drying under these conditions causes the formation of a transient, stiff, skin 

corroborated by tack measurements
25

. This additional topmost skin forms at the early stages 

of drying and eventually merges with the ‘bulk’ layer.   

We expect that the short wavelength wrinkles (~3m) arise due to the contrast between the 

top skin and intermediate layer, while the long wavelength profile (~30 m) arises due to 

the dominant intermediate layer and the substrate, persisting over longer times. For 20 ≤ t ≤ 

120 min (Fig. 3c), only single frequency sinusoidal wrinkles form, readily enabling the 

mechanical characterisation of the drying film, as discussed above. Eventually, after 120 min, 

delamination and cracking prevail (Fig. 3d), as the films become excessively brittle upon full 

water loss. 

The effect of PDMS prestretch (ε) on the resulting pattern morphology was evaluated within 

the sinusoidal range (Supporting Information Fig. SI5): we find a critical value of εc ≈ 15% 

(for a film of c0,glycerol = 2wt% at 12min drying time), which must be exceeded for wrinkling 

to be observed. The value of εc depends on the ratio between the elastic modulus of the film 

and the substrate, and a prestrain of ε =20% was thus chosen for the experiments as it exceeds 

εc for this system and range of conditions.  

Initial glycerol concentrations of ≈ 4 wt% lead to more complex pattern morphologies, 

evolving from double scale wrinkling (Fig. 3e) to ridge formation (Fig. 3f-g) with increasing 

drying time. Sinusoidal wrinkling is expected for ε > εc and below εL, where nonlinearities in 

the strain energy functions cause stress localisation
26, 27, 44

. The presence of ridges at 4wt% 

glycerol concentration suggests that εL ≤ 20% and that εc≈ εL, since no pattern formation was 

observed below 20% strain.   
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Films with 5-15wt% initial glycerol concentration did not exhibit wrinkling at any time 

during drying, even for prestrains up to 40%. Evidently, either εc > 40%, corresponding to a 

relatively low modulus contrast (Ef  < 10 MPa) with respect to the PDMS substrate, or the 

film remains a viscous liquid throughout, relaxing rapidly any surface pattern form under 

compression. The addition of glycerol, a well-known plasticiser, above 4 wt% promotes film 

flexibility and decreases the film’s elastic modulus sufficiently to suppress wrinkle formation.  

 

Figure 3: Optical microscopy, profilometry and AFM data of surface patterns observed in the films upon strain removal 

after drying. a) Absence of wrinkles (c0,glycerol= 0-3 wt% , t < 10 min, c0,glycerol>4 wt% ,for all drying times). b) Wrinkling 

cascade (c0,glycerol=2 wt% , t=10 min) c) Sinusoidal wrinkles (c0,glycerol=2wt% , t=12 min. d) Film fracture and crack formation 

(c0,glycerol=2 wt% , t=150 min) . e-f-g) Patterns deriving from stress localisation and ridging effects (c0,glycerol=4wt %, t = 30 
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min- 2 h). All data refer to drying conditions of T=25°C and RH=25% and PDMS substrates oxidised at P=1 mbar p=7 W 

and texp=2 min.  

The different wrinkling regimes observed as a function of film composition are mapped onto 

a ternary diagram in Fig. 4a, including regions where wrinkling does not occur (ε<εc), 

sinusoidal wrinkles (εc≤ε≤εL), and stress localisation and ridging (ε≥εL), crack-formation and 

delamination. Within the sinusoidal wrinkling region, we subdivide a range of concentrations 

(and corresponding drying times at T=25°C at 25% RH) for which double-frequency 

sinusoidal wrinkling is observed and referred to as a wrinkling cascade.  

 

Figure 4: Different pattern formation regimes observed as a function of film composition mapped on the ternary diagram 

along with the schematic of the corresponding surface profiles. The arrows represent drying pathways for c0,glycerol > 4wt %, 

c0,glycerol ≈ 4wt % and c0,glycerol < 4wt %, and the letters a-g correspond to the panels in Fig 3. 

3.3 Elastic modulus evaluation for sinusoidal wrinkles 

3.3.1 Effect of drying time 

The evolution of the mechanical modulus of the drying films was analysed within the 

sinusoidal wrinkling region, by directly measuring  and A, for which models are well 
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established. To select the appropriate bi- or tri-layer model, outlined in Section 1.1., the 

possible effect of the glassy oxide layer formed during PDMS surface treatment needs to be 

evaluated. For this purpose, neat PDMS, prestretched by 20%, was oxidised using air plasma 

and UV ozonolysis for various times, and the characteristic wrinkling wavelength PDMS  and 

amplitude APDMS observed upon strain release recorded. Air plasma exposure, carried for time 

intervals ranging from 90 s to 1 h, resulted in wrinkling with characteristic wavelengths from   

≈ 100 nm to ≈ 4 μm, and amplitudes within ≈ 10 nm and ≈ 1 μm (Supporting Information 

Table SI1, Figure SI 9). At long exposure times, when the oxidised layer reaches saturation, 

the aspect ratio (A/λ) of the topography becomes constant, as expected from eqs. (1), and 

detailed in Supporting Information, Figure SI8. UVO exposure, carried for time intervals 

ranging between 1 and 2 h, resulted in wrinkling with  ≈ 30 μm to ≈ 80 μm, measured via 

profilometry (Supporting Information Table SI2), whose aspect ratio, within this range, has 

not saturated (Supporting Information, Figure SI10). Using eqs. (1a,b), the thickness of the 

oxide layer hox was estimated. Then, ternary films with c0,glycerol = 2wt% glycerol were cast 

onto identical, pre-strained, oxidised layers and the resulting wrinkling profile measured at 

drying time t=12 min.  

Figure 5a plots shows wrinkling wavelength of the drying film, f, as a function of substrate 

oxidation expressed in terms of the oxidised PDMS wavelength, PDMS, ranging from 

approximately 0.1-100 m. It is clear that short wavelength PDMS wrinkling has negligible 

effect of film wrinkling, i.e. PDMS << f. However, the effect of substrate wrinkling becomes 

more important as extent of PDMS oxidation increases, i.e. PDMS ≈ f, in particular within 

the UVO range. This observation suggests that a bilayer model might be appropriate when 

oxidation causes PDMS << f, as in short (texp=2 min) plasma exposures, while otherwise a 

trilayer model should be needed.  This hypothesis was proven by calculating the film 
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Young’s modulus considering the existence of the intermediate layer in Fig. 5b. The explicit 

trilayer results, over the entire range of substrate oxidation, agree with the bilayer model 

results applied when PDMS << f.  By contrast, a bilayer assumption in the presence of a thick 

oxide (intermediate) layer hox yields inconsistent results for the film modulus under identical 

drying condition (Supporting Information, Fig. SI11). For the remainder of the data analysis 

we thus employ a bilayer model, since it provides indistinguishable results for 2 min plasma 

exposed PDMS substrates.  

 

 

Figure 5: a) Wrinkling wavelength f of c0,glycerol = 2 wt% dried for t=12 minutes as a function of substrate oxidation 

expressed in terms of the wrinkling wavelength of neat oxidised PDMS under compression PDMS.  A plasma exposure time 

texp=2 min yields λPDMS= 0.14 μm, while UV exposures reach 10s of m. When λPDMS << f, PDMS oxidation does not 

impact film wrinkling. The dashed line represent the λf calculated by using the trilayer model of eqs. (2,3). (b) Elastic 

modulus of the film evaluated using the trilayer model (■ data) and solid line obtained from the bilayer model with brief 

PDMS plasma oxidation of texp=2 min.  

 

Considering the above findings, we next compute the evolution of the Young’s modulus of a 

c0,glycerol = 2wt% film as a function of drying time, shown in Fig. 6f.  We first experimentally 
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measure  and A of the wrinkling profile observed upon strain removal at different stages of 

drying, shown in Fig. 6a and b respectively. We then evaluate aspect ratio A/λ, shown in Fig. 

6c, which according to eqs. (1a,b) only depends on the film’s elastic modulus: 

𝐴

𝜆
=

1

𝜋
√𝜀 −

1

4
(
3�̅�𝑃𝐷𝑀𝑆
�̅�𝑓

)
2/3

            (4) 

The evolution of the film’s modulus with drying time is shown in Fig. 6f, plotted in a 

logarithmic scale for comparison with the mass loss, shown in Fig 6d. At short times, the 

water evaporation ratio is fast, the film remains in the liquid state, and no wrinkling patterns 

are observed. When the mass loss slows down, after ≈ 12 min for this system, an elastic 

modulus can be measured and increases rapidly upon further dehydration. This upturn 

corresponds to a significant increase in viscosity, leading to glass formation and is in good 

agreement with previous calorimetry experiments
25

.  

 

Figure 6: Evolution of drying film properties as a function of time (c0,glycerol = 2wt%, T=25 °C and RH=25%). a) 

wrinkling wavelength f and b) amplitude Af observed upon strain release at different drying times and c) 

corresponding aspect ratio Af/f. d) Normalised film mass loss as a function of time and e) corresponding height 

profile from gravimetric data (grey line) and (●) values obtained from wrinkling experiments using the bilayer 
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model. f) Dynamic evolution of film elastic modulus during drying obtained from (■) wrinkling experiments using 

the bilayer model, corroborated by (☐) AFM nanoindentation.  

As the film stiffens approaching the glass transition (t > 2 h), wrinkling is no longer an 

effective approach to determine its mechanical properties. Instead, cracking and delamination 

modes prevail, as seen in Figure 5d, even at low values of prestrain ε = 5-10 %, exceeding c, 

which itself decreases rapidly at long drying times (Supporting Information Figure SI6). 

Within this range, AFM nanoindentation can be employed, albeit requiring long measurement 

times and model-sensitive data analysis (Supporting Information Figure SI7). 

From the elastic modulus obtained from our wrinkling approach, it is then possible to 

estimate the film thickness over time, based on bilayer eqs. (1a,b), as shown in Fig. 6e. The 

wrinkling values (data points) are found to be in good agreement with the calculated profile 

from mass loss measurements mass (Fig. 6d), represented as a grey line.  

In the measurements reported so far, each data point corresponds to a different sample, which 

requires the preparation of a large number of specimens. However, the method can be applied 

continuously on the same film by periodically releasing the stress and then stretching back to 

the same initial value (Supporting Information Fig. SI4). Some hysteresis in the results can be 

observed when the same sample is stretched multiple times at low water content, due to 

progressive delamination and crack formation of brittle samples. 

We finally validate the mechanical properties calculated via induced wrinkling by confirming 

the results with AFM nanoindentation measurements (Fig 6f). While nanoindentation is 

applicable for such relatively thick films, the measurements are limited by the characteristics 

of the AFM tips and suffer from substrate convolution for very thin films. By contrast, the 

wrinkling method is simpler, sufficiently accurate and versatile for these measurements.  
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3.3.2 Dependence of film modulus on solution concentration 

 

Figure 7:  a) Normalised film mass loss for different initial solution compositions (0 wt% < c0,glycerol < 4 wt% and c0,ACH = 15 

wt%) upon drying at 25°C and 25% RH. b) Film elastic modulus calculated using a bilayer model as a function of initial 

solution composition in terms of glycerol content.  

 

We next compute the evolution of the elastic modulus for films of varying initial glycerol 

compositions (c0,glycerol) during drying. Figure 7a shows the recorded normalised mass loss 

profile over time for films with different initial glycerol compositions. Since glycerol is an 

effective humectant, increasing its content in the solution increases the final film mass, as 

more water is retained
25

. Figure 7b shows the elastic modulus of films dried for 12, 75 and 

120 min as a function of c0,glycerol. As can be seen on the graph, the trend is found to be 

markedly non-monotonic with glycerol concentration. One might have expected the elastic 

modulus to decrease with the addition of glycerol as observed previously for c0,glycerol between 

5wt% and 15 wt%; however, small glycerol quantities (c0,glycerol ≤ 4 wt% for c0,ACH = 15 wt%) 

have been reported to act as an anti-plasticiser,
25,45, 46, 47, 48

 and actually increase the film 

modulus, before the latter eventually decreases as the film becomes liquid at high humectant 

concentrations (for c0,glycerol > 4%). The competitive binding between glycerol, water and 
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ACH was shown to result in the replacement of water molecules bound to the salt’s hydroxyl 

groups by glycerol, which enhances film drying. Generally, as the film loses more water its 

elastic modulus increases as can be observed in the 120min curve in Figure 8 which is above 

the 12min curve. The 120min elastic modulus trend as a function of composition presented in 

Figure 8 is in accordance with previous calorimetric measurements
25

. The latter showed 

vitrification upon water loss solely for c0,glycerol between 0 wt% and 4 wt% with c0,ACH = 15 

wt%. Hence wrinkling occurs in glassy samples only in this study, as we have shown 

previously that glycerol rich films (c0,glycerol ≥ 5 wt%) remain smooth upon strain release. 

4. Conclusion 

We have investigated the feasibility of determining the evolution of mechanical properties of 

thin drying films by surface wrinkling analysis. A model system consisting of aluminium 

chlorohydrate, glycerol and deionised water was allowed to dry on pre-stretched, oxidised 

PDMS. Substrate oxidation is required for wetting and film formation but, when prolonged, 

has two adverse effects: (i) increases the PDMS water uptake and (ii) creates an additional 

layer whose own wrinkling is commensurate with that of the drying film of interest. An 

optimal short air plasma exposure (2 min, P = 1 mbar, p = 7 W) is found to circumvent both 

issues. A range of surface patterns emerge during film drying, as a function of composition 

and time, under uniaxial strain: planar, sinusoidal (both single and double-frequency), ridging 

and eventual cracking and delamination. The sinusoidal region could be successfully 

analysed with bi- and trilayer wrinkling models, which are cross-validated and also against 

nanoindentation measurements.  A bilayer wrinkling model, considering only the film and the 

PDMS substrate, suffices to accurately describe film drying, provided that the PDMS oxide 

layer is sufficiently thin (and thus PDMS<<film). The method was then employed to study the 

effect of glycerol (a humectant) addition on the drying of ACH/water films, revealing a 
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sigmoidal modulus transition with time approaching glass formation and a non-monotonic 

dependence of modulus on glycerol content, in good agreement with previous work. This 

time-resolved wrinkling interrogation during film formation emerges thus as a simple and 

reliable approach to determining evolving mechanical properties of films, with potential 

applications extending to coatings, personal care and foods.  
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